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Press release – A Pdf of the press release is available for download
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Author Bio /award

Bode Ososami has pastored and faithfully declared the gospel of Christ at the
Redeemed Christian Church God, Lagos, Nigeria for fifteen years. He has published
4 books. His 3rd book "Majesty of God" was released in December, 2010. Bode is
married to Bimbo Ososami and they have three sons Adedolapo, Tosin and Mayowa. His labor
to comfort and feed the people of Christ has resulted in a copious amount of articles and posted
materials now available and updated regularly at www.recessionproofchristianlife.com. Bode
also hosted a TV Bible study which aired on (ACBN) African Christian Broadcasting Network.
His theological background is from The Redeemed Christian Bible College & Schools and the
Redeemed Christian Church of God - School of Disciples. He has a Bsc in Chemical
Engineering and is also a Chartered (certified)Accountant. He retired after over 20yrs experience
as Director in a leading global management consultancy.
Wealth out of Ashes, his second book - was recognised for a finalist award by USA BookNews
(2009 National Awards) in the Christian Inspiration Category. (Download BookNews 2009
award certificate)
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Photos/images of book and author

The images can be downloaded as follows
Author picture
Book Cover (Perfect Fall Wedding)
Perfect Fall Wedding (cover art)
All my books
Previous books – Wealth out of Ashes, Worship in Spirit and in truth, The Majesty of God
Other images Visual 1, Visual 2, Visual 3
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Published books list

Wealth out of Ashes

ISBN 9781449000219

“Wealth out of Ashes” is a must read for anyone in trouble as it
offers hope and comfort to see opportunities and to emerge even
stronger whatever the situation. It also contains very practical
instructions to restoring financial discipline and order in business
and personal life for those ready for a new mind on “Wealth”
matters.

Reading this book will help you understand the unseen background and spiritual
undertones to crises and allows you to form
judgments and thoughts that are both proactive
and constructive thus staying ahead of the
times. It also contains prayers and group
discussion guidelines to support any process of
teaching and counseling for troubled
businesses/persons. The central theme is that
God will use crisis to bring us to a wealthy
place….this has always been His way, and as
the “Silver and the Gold” belongs to Him...finding out and heeding to His way
will go a long way to restoring normalcy and advancing even forward in a
stronger position.

Worship in Spirit and in Truth ISBN 9781438934198
“Worship in Spirit and in Truth” offers fresh, bold and uncommon
frankness in reexamining our approach to Worship. It presents
no-nonsense truths only for those unafraid to confront the status
quo on biblical worship. The book is written in 5 parts. Parts I to
4 are teachings to reestablish the Biblical meaning of worship
and cover topics such as Who and what are we to worship? What
is Worship? Who are to Worship in His Presence? Why Worship?
Important Themes and expressions of Heavenly Worship;
Breakthrough in Worship. Part 5 describes modern trends in
entertainment/ music forms and styles introduced into worship and how they
complement the current subtle deviations from divine patterns and God given
doctrines. The book concludes on a call back to God and includes a Personal and
Group Study Guide for individuals, churches, worship leaders and Group
Learning.

Majesty of God ISBN 9781456770266

There can be no greater thing than to behold the glory of God in
all His majesty. How can mere words extol the indescribable
glitter of riches arrayed in a timeless, excellent, great and
terrible glory ?
The yearning to behold the King of kings who reigns in excellent
and glorious majesty is the cry of many. “The Majesty of God”
attempts a weak answer to such a plea. This volume, though
offering only a vignette of what will unfold gloriously before us
when we see Him as He is, still, by the special grace of God,
promises a new radiance in the life of all that reflect prayerfully on its
meditations.
We can not exceed our perceptions of God and so we need to constantly pray to
see and behold His glory and majesty for our personal spiritual growth.
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Book Summary

A 5.8 magnitude Earthquake has just struck Virginia, the biggest since 1897 and is felt across
the U.S. east coast. This is only one of over 90 others in a single day causing many in the
United States of America to begin to wonder. What really is going on and what can one expect?
It has been a most unusual year. This book suggests hidden clues to many contemporary
developments by presenting , through the metaphor of traditional marriage, God’s plans and
eternal purposes. This metaphor is explained with Bible references and especially focuses on the
reality of the most important approaching event – The coming of Christ – The Bridegroom.
Decades ago, many found the theme of “Preparing for the return of Christ” rather dour ... but
not anymore. The mood has since changed. Today there is renewed interest in understanding
readiness for what God is
preparing our minds for...the End
Times. There is a strong
sense of something new coming ...
something imminent that we
have never seen or could ever
conceive ... for good or for
worse... and something the wise
need to be prepared for as
more quakes, unusual weather
and other signs continue to
be seen. Many are waking up to
these calls.
This book uses the metaphor
of marriage to bring to fore
perhaps the most important
issue that concern us today as
Christians. There is nothing
haphazard about the things we
are witnessing and there is
always a latent faith perspective to
the headlines. E.g. What is
the once-in-a-life-time extensively
recently televised Royal
Marriage in the House of
Windsor teaching about eschatology? What distinguishes this book is how it explores Bible
theology with contemporary pictures to interpret events in a way that is different and inspiring –
but still not evading the bitter truths. The “Return of the Bridegroom” is written with relevant
Bible illustrations and contemporary characters in three parts aligned to the various stages of
Jewish Marriage.
Part 1 : The Covenant and Betrothal to the King.
Part 2 : Preparations of the Bride and the Bridegroom
Part 3 : The Bridegroom Returns for the Marriage
I do see a message here that will awaken a renewed freshness and interest to further reflect on
important truths of which perhaps a few have only blurred thoughts. Indeed, it was the lucidity of
these forgotten realities that sustained the first century saints through trials. Readers going
through challenges will find comfort as it also contains relevant prayer points for devotion and a
simple study guide for individual and group sessions. There is also an underlying no-nonsense
evangelical message with a different but clear trumpet sound in times where many writings

deliberately thrive on introducing more ambivalence around important issues of heaven, hell, life,
destiny and salvation. The intention of the Almighty is not to leave His own in clouds of doubt –
this book is therefore plainly written to enlighten those who already hunger for simple truths.
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Demographics/Intended Audience

Mainly Christians and readers interested in non-fiction Christian Inspiration Literature. Will also
appeal to niches keen on deeper truths of God and seeking a different but bold perspective on
contemporary faith topics such as on worship, eschatology and destiny. Although it is primarily
a prophecy book, it also includes a fresh new way of understanding scripture using the metaphor
of marriage and will appeal to all lovers of scripture. Many who want to understand the end
times and why many believe in the rapture will also find this book useful for pertinent
information on the end-times.
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Sample Chapter Download

Free Chapter Download : Chapter 3 : Engaged to Royalty ( Click to download)
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Book Trailer Download

A trailer for the new book can be viewed – Trailer links:Perfect fall Wedding

10.0 Some Major Book Sites for purchase
Barnes and Nobles US
Amazon US
Amazon UK
Authorhouse US
Authorhouse UK

